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Packaging inflationary pressures.

Source: Mintec | Brakes Foodservice Winter 2022 Report.

PET Aluminium Core Packaging
Up 104%
Year-on-Year

Up 25%
Year-on-Year

Up c40-50%
Year-on-Year

UK inflation has climbed to a 30-year high 
and packaging has not escaped these inflationary pressures:



Alongside rising food and drink costs,

packaging prices have jumped more

than 40% with manufacturers facing

increased energy costs, difficulties

sourcing raw materials, supply chain and

transport issues, staff shortages and a

sharp increase in consumer demand. 

These unsustainable increases are now

being passed on to customers. 

Fortunately, there are a number of ways

in which operators can mitigate the

impact of these price increases and

protect their bottom-line.

By making your packaging work harder,

working with the right supplier(s),

ensuring your packaging products are

the optimum specification, and by

closely monitoring costs, it is entirely

possible for you to maintain or even

reduce your overall packaging costs.

However, before we look into the options

and possible solutions we can offer, it’s

important to understand the reasons the

average cost of packaging is rising...

Mitigating packaging
price increases.



Higher raw material costs 

including corrugated cardboard and

paper, wood and steel used for

pallets, aluminium used in drinks

cans and even adhesive tapes due to

its oil-content

Increased consumer demand 

due to the surge in online deliveries

and large firms like Amazon buying

up huge supplies of cardboard 

Staff shortages and labour costs

caused by the increase in National

Living Wage and National Minimum

Wage, plus fewer EU nationals

looking for work due to Brexit

The underlying causes 

Distribution challenges and costs

with highest fuel costs since 2020,

increasing oil costs, increased

workloads for delivery firms and the

global shipping crisis

Increasing overheads and

operating costs with record-high

energy costs, business tax increases

and general overhead rises

Forthcoming Plastic Packaging Tax

– due to be introduced on 1 April

2022.

There are many factors contributing to current packaging price rises.

Most relate more widely to the overall state of the UK economy, while

some relate more specifically to the packaging industry...



While our main priority is to maintain supplies to

ensure businesses can continue to operate as normal,

by understanding your business operation, reviewing

your packaging usage, waste, suppliers and prices, we

can help take a long term view on your requirements. 

How we can help...

1. Consider
alternatives
We can explore lower cost packaging options in

terms of both unit prices and potential labour

cost savings with simplified, easier-to-assemble

packaging. 

The size of the packaging used also affects the

cost – smaller sizes are not only likely to be

cheaper, but the more you get on pallet, the

lower the shipping costs.

We can also assist with sourcing more

sustainable alternatives and/or reusable

packaging. 

2. Reduce usage
If we’re unable to reduce the price of your

packaging, we might be able to help reduce

the amount that you’re using. 

We can provide advice on how to remove the

requirement for ‘secondary’ packaging items,

such as stickers or tape to seal boxes or bags,

reducing overall costs as well as labour.



4. Monitor costs 
in real-time
With constantly fluctuating food and drink costs,

gross profits (GPs) are generally reviewed as

historic data; it’s often only months later (when

reviewing business accounts/P&Ls) that you know

your actual GP achieved. 

Using our advanced purchasing and menu

management software, we can provide you with

the tools you need to monitor your costs in real-

time – and that’s not just food and drink costs. 

By adding your packaging costs into our ChefIQ

system, you will have access to live prices and

you’ll be notified if any of your suppliers increase

their prices allowing you to act immediately to

protect your bottom-line.

3. Leverage
economies of scale
If you’re using various packaging products, we

can analyse and consolidate your requirements

by exploring multi-purpose packing options.

By ensuring your packaging is as lean and

efficient as possible (using more of the same),

you are likely to see some significant gains in

cost performance due to higher order volumes.



Working with our tried-and-tested

suppliers, we can help determine the

best course of action; whether that be

adjusting your packaging products to

gain efficiencies and cost savings,

recommending controlled stock

holding or finding temporary

packaging solutions. 

As a business, we only work with

suppliers we can really trust and for

that reason, we are able to have open

conversations about the issues they

face in order to find suitable solutions

for our members. 

Our extensive supplier network and

strong supplier relationships often give

us an advantage when it comes to

predicting future supply and/or

distribution issues. 

Summary
Understanding your
packaging requirements.



Do you need help
balancing out the
unavoidable factors
driving up packaging
prices?

Get in touch: 
info@regencypurchasing.co.uk
+44 (0) 1934 646 135

www.regencypurchasing.co.uk
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